
Why the best path for positive change isn’t about changing your mindset (and what to 
focus on instead)


How many times have you heard that you need to work on your mindset for the manifestation 
of abundance, health, love, happiness…. invested in a program or some sort of service to help 
you, only to feel like a failure when you’re in the same position that you were in when you 
started (minus the investment of time, energy and money) but with a rosy way of looking at it?  


If you’ve been spinning your wheels while getting nowhere working to create change, please 
stop comparing yourself to others or beating yourself up for not being “good enough”!  


If this stings a little, you’re not alone. Even more importantly, you’re not at fault. It seems like 
having a positive mindset is being used as a currency in our western self-help culture. The 
more you demonstrate having a “good attitude” in life, the more accepted you are with your 
peers. Which is totally understandable, because let’s just face it… no one wants to surround 
themselves with negativity. But denying our less than optimistic thoughts, feelings and beliefs 
is more toxic. 


Some well intending mindset coaches may have a hard time hearing this, so I’d like to get 
something clear… I’m not anti mindset work, nor am I suggesting that people who are 
successful (in the way that maybe you seek to be) don’t demonstrate mindset mastery that 
accompanies that success. A positive worldview and attitude is a healthy part of fundamental 
wellbeing in all areas of life. 


However, I’ve come to realize that it’s not actually the cause for positive change, rather it 
appears to be more like a symptom or the result of it.  What if we were to look at attitude as a 
mile marker to track how far we’ve come on our path of progression instead of treating it as the 
route itself? 


Being completely accepting of any situation by acknowledging the truth of how you feel about 
it is a step in the right direction. But have you ever noticed what it feels like when you try to 
convince yourself that all is well with words of affirmation, when in fact what you really felt was 
afraid, overwhelmed, empty, lost or hopeless inside?  In an effort to change our mindset, we 
may miss out on something vital…. accepting the truth of how we really feel.


Pushing down your truth this way only creates more of a disconnect, separating you from your 
power. 

 
 
There are many situations where people can do this masterfully. I’ve personally witnessed 
people create amazing outer results from magical thinking, only to have it collapse in on them 
at some point (or for them to have to then address other issues that pop up as a result of 
siphoning off their energy.) I also know people who’ve manifested something truly impressive 
for themselves in life, yet are downers to be around, holding a highly skeptical worldview (with 
a hint of graciousness and appreciation for what they have). 




Not all of our negative thoughts or attitudes have a harmful effect over us. We need to stop 
shaming people into believing this. Yes, thoughts can create reality. But it’s not as black and 
white as we make it out to be. 


So if mindset isn’t the universal medicine everyone needs to be successful at this game of 
manifestation (attaining goals in life), then what is?  


What matters most is our CAPACITY to anchor in and hold the energetic embodiment of what 
we aspire to become or have. With one caveat….that what we are seeking to align with is 
coming from our innermost Self, and not an unconscious attempt to fill a void by coveting what 
others have, or following someone else’s version of success. 


I speak from experience on this, having once been so desperate for change I stubbornly paved 
a dead end path in business for 5 years. I got so caught up in the busy work of going nowhere 
fast, believing with all of my might that the success I was in search of would eventually appear 
to fill my hidden need for safety and significance. 


In hindsight, it wasn’t a complete loss. I learned so much by taking that detour (note: my 
positive spin / mindset).  But the fact is that I didn’t yet have the capacity to hold the identity of 
up-leveling in life at that time. And my heavy handed efforts to strong arm my mind to think 
more positively only set me back by leaving me feeling defeated and incompetent.  


As the great Rumi said, “Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all the 
barriers within yourself that you have built against it.”  


What we feel is missing from our lives is simply an inability to perceive our wholeness. If having 
the capacity to embody our highest potential for health, happiness and harmony is the goal, to 
realize this potential we must build the circuits that help us see, sense and feel our wholeness.  
Including, but not limited to having the circuits in place for a healthy mindset and worldview.  


Building up this capacity to uphold our powerful presence, allowing for the innermost potential 
to come through us in all we do is a journey that looks unique for each person.




So remember this, my dear one; if while walking your path you feel the pain of how difficult it 
can sometimes be to face the barriers within and without, you’re not going to stop your 
progression if you acknowledge that truth. In fact, it’s quite compassionate to be empathetic 
with the part of yourself in pain so it doesn’t feel abandoned and alone anymore. 


Life can be hard, scary and frustrating sometimes. If you need support, reach out for help. 
You’re not alone. 


——————————————————————————-


As a transformational healer, mentor, 
coach, Shawna Pelton specializes in 
helping seekers of joy to reorient to their 
true north.   

The Quantum SHIFT is about ending the 
unhealthy relationship to your old painful 
patterns holding you back, to living in your 
true power. 

Guiding you through a transformational journey so you can embody  your innermost 
potential for radiant health, fundamental wellbeing, purpose and fulfillment in life.   
Learn how at www.ShawnaPelton.com/discoverycall

http://www.ShawnaPelton.com

